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Most optimization problems arising from practice can be formulated as 
where M is an arcwise connected metric space and f is a functional on M. 
Standard algorithms for nonlinear finite programming, optimal control and 
approximation problems at most can approximate local minima off over M. 
Therefore the question of characterizing that family of functionals on M 
whose local minima are global is of considerable interest in optimization. 
An answer has been given in 111 for convex, compact finite-dimensional 
sets M (for previous approaches ee the references in Ill). 
It is the purpose of this brief note to extend the results given in [ 11 to the 
case of arcwise connected metric spaces and to thereby cover certain classes 
of approximation and control problems. 
THE LOCAL-GLOBAL STATEMENT 
Let M be a connected, locally arcwise connected metric space. Let F be the 
set of functions J M+ R that are continuous and whose level sets (x E M ~ 
f(x) < a } are compact for every a E R. 
DEFINITION 1. f E F is said to be limes-arcwise strictly quasiconvex on 
M, if for every x E M, y E M satisfying f(x) <f(y), there exists a sequence 
(Pxy,ilisN of arcs from x to y such that 
(1) 
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where t,,i is the first point t E 10, 11 with 
Pxy,iCt> E N(Y) := Iz E Ml fCz) =f(Y>l, iE n\l. 
We set 
F* := (fE F 1 f is limes-arcwise strictly quasiconvex). 
Moreover, for every arc pxY: [O, 11 + M f rom x E M to y E M we denote its 
image by 
P,, := (z E M 1 z =pJt), t E 10, 1 ] }. 
THEOREM. (a) For f E F* we have: Every local minimum off on M is 
a global minimum off on M. 
(b) Suppose that every local minimum off on M is a global minimum 
off on M and the set of global minimizers off on M is arcwise connected. 
Then we have f E F*. 
Proof: (a) If for x, y E M satisfying f(x) <f(y) there exists a sequence 
(Pxy,i\isN of arcs from x to y such that limie,p,,,i(t,,i) = y (cf. 
Definition l), then obviously every neighbourhood U of y contains a point 
z E M satisfying f(z) <f(y), i.e., y is not a local minimum. 
(b) For constant f there is nothing to prove. Let x, y E M satisfying 
f(x) <f(y). We show the existence of a sequence of arcs from x to y with 
the property required in Definition 1, equality (1). 
ByfEF, N:= {zEMIf(z)=f(y)) is compact. We define two subsets A 
and B of M: A contains every z E M, for which there is at least one arc 
prx: 10, 11-M from z to x with P,,r?N=0. B :=M-A. 
Let Q := (z E M (f(z) <f(y)}. We show first that we have A = Q: Q is 
connected. Otherwise Q contains two connected components Q, and Q,, on 
each of which f E F attains a minimum. Denote by zi , z2 the corresponding . . . minimizers. z i, z2 are local minimizers off on M, and by assumption global 
minimizers off on M in contradiction to the assumption that the set of 
global minimizers is arcwise connected. 
Obviously we have A c Q. Q is an open, connected subset of the locally 
arcwise connected set M and consequently arcwise connected. It follows that 
A = Q. 
Denote by p(A, B) the set of points z E M, in every neighbourhood of 
which there is at least one point of A and at least one point of B. We show in 
the next step that we have p(A, B) = N. 
Let z E p(A, B), U be an arcwise connected neighbourhood of z, 
zA E A n U, zB E B n U. There is an arc p,,, from zA to x with 
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PLAX f~ N = 0; there is an arc PLBLA from zs to zA with PZBLR c U. U must 
contain a point zN E N, since otherwise for PfBx := P,,,, U PzRx, we would 
have Plgx n N = 0, i.e., zg E A, in contradictron to A f~ B = 0. p(A, B) is 
subset of the boundary of N, and by the compactness of N we conclude that 
p(A, B) G N. 
Let z E N. Then, f(x) < f( JJ), z is not a global minimizer off on M. There 
is no neighbourhood U of z satisfying U n A = 0, since otherwise, by A = Q, 
z would be a local minimizer off on M and by assumption a global 
minimizer off on M. By N s B we conclude that N c &A, B). 
Now, it is easily seen that for every z E p(A, B) there exists a sequence 
IPxz,ilieN of arcs from x to z such that 
!iT Pxr,iCte,i) = ‘7 (2) 
where t,,i is the first point t E 10, 11 with p,,,,(t) E I-4. For example, let 
z E ~(4 B), U(V) b e a neighbourhood of z with radius l/i. U(l/i) contains 
a point zA ,i E A. Let PTA ic U(l/i) be the image of an arc form zA ,i to z. A 
sequence {Pxr,ilisM satisfying (2) can then be constructed by the images 
pxz,i := P~A,i~ UPZA,iL, i E N. 
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